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STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA,
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MISSOULA, MONTANA

VOLUME XXXII. No. 30

Co-eds Entertain Guests
Tournament T h re e Students P re ss Club
Phil Patterson Paints Pace
Portrait for Play Production
F ig u re in Series
Tonight When Eighteenth
Plans M ade ! Of Auto Accidents Has Banquet |
A nnual Form al Is H eld
A t Bonner\
By Debaters

A student recently had his por
trait painted. He spent several
hours
diligently posing and at
Two Pedestrians Are in Hospital
tempting to look his best. WhtJn
As Result of Accident; One
Approximately a Hundred Atteqd | the artist finally said that he was Committees Say Dance Will Be Best in History of the Tradition;
Car Is Damaged
Women’s Team to Start Schedule;
through for the day, the student
Annual Journalists’ Feast
Cancellation of War Debts
Dean Sedman Grants Late Permission; Former Ticket
looked a t the work for the first
Three State University students
At A. C. M. Shack
Will Be Question
Sales Surpassed; Programs Distributed
time. Instead of a young college
were principals in automobile acclman,
the
picture
was
that
of
an
„ .
. . . .
dents late Wednesday evening, which
Approximately one hundred journal old gentleman with snow white
Montana s debate season will offi..............
, ,
t .
Arrangements
for the eighteenth annual Co-ed Formal are now com
. „
,
,
resulted in two persons being sent to
ism students and guests attended the hair and a long beard.
cially open when a womens team
.
,
I g
St. Patrick s hospital and considerable
plete anS committees in charge have expressed the belief that this
from Dillon Normal meets the State ,
, ,
,
.
.
, „ annual Press Club banquet held Wed
.
....
...
„ , , damage being done to one automobile.
Phil Patterson, the artist, was
year’s dance will surpass all others in jthe history of the tradition.
nesday evening at
University team and three Grizzly
not trying to depict the wear and
teams engage teams from the State
0Hso“ Lsophomore, collided
the A. C. M. cook
Decorations carrying out a new and different motif than in previous
care of college life when he
shack in Bonner.
—------------------------------------------------ ^years were put up at the Elite ballCollege the latter part of the month with a car driven by CatIlerine Conger’
painted Leslie Pace with the rav
Members of the
Q* I
Q
• ,
room, yesterday and today, by women
debating the question of “Cancellation another studeDt> who was d,'iving
From the
ages of age so marked. This
from each sorority house. Ticket
Press
club
left
the
of War Debts.” Debate Coach Darrell soulh 011 Higgins avenue’ aod turned
wasn’t even a practical joke, Pat
into the middle of the road to give
Journalism Shack
P
l
a
n
®
M
p
p
t
i
n
a
c
I33’63
this year have more than equaled
terson was doing just what he
plenty of room, in passing Mr. and
1 lc lllo
iV I C C llI lg o
other records, and programs Including
at 6 o’clock in a
was asked to do.
Mrs. Wiley Kirkpatrick, who were
chartered bus and
T h i s O n a r t p y ’ 14 dances have been distributed at
Pace Is to play the role of the
walking on the west side of the road.
\ YESTERDAY was groundhog day.
1 l l l o V ^ U a l I C I the womens' dormitories and the sorby cars for Bonner,
poet, Oliver Blayds, in the Montana
Long, who was driving north, thought
And, much to our chagrin, the
/
—=— -----ority houses. Paul Keith’s seven-piece
where the turkey
Masquers’ winter quarter produc
that lire Conger car was turning a
dinner
prepared
by
I)r. Philip Will Address Phi Sigma orchestra will furnish the music.
groundhog saw his shadow.
For
tion, "The Truth About Blayds.’’
corner, and steered to clear the rear
the A. C. M. cooks
At
Public
Meeting
on
Yellow
^ ate Permission
awhile we were hopeful that this year
One of the main decorations in the
end of the machine. As Miss Con
Fever Problem
. . .. .
. .
I The ball tonight is sponsored by
he wouldn’t be frightened back into
was served t0 3our- setting of this play is a picture of
ger’s car straightened out, the ma Dean A. I . Stone nalists
and guests.
Associated Women Students. Late
his hole. But our hope was in vain.,
Oliver Blayds when the poet was
chines sideswiped, the rear end of the Dean Stone served as toastmaster and
Phi Sigma, national honorary bio
permission of 1:15
go now we are expecting six, more
Long car skidding around and striking introduced the different guests, who 72 years old. Patterson has the
logical society, has made plans for a
o’clock has beer
weeks of winter while the groundhog
job of painting Pace as he would
Jhe Kirkpatricks. Mrs. Kirkpatrick gave short talks.
regular meeting to be held Tuesday,
extended to all
gets caught up on his sleep. We can’t
look some fifty years from now.
received a broken leg, an injured arm
February 7 at the home of Dr. J.-W.i
D. C. H. Clapp; Warren B. Davis, ed
women attending
nijderstand, though, why the sun
Patterson
may
have
a
tough
[and several bruises, and one of Mr. itor of the Missoulian;’ Andrew Cogs
Severy, chairman of the Department
the frolic, in orshould be any more frightening to Mr.
time making Pace look 72 years
Kirkpatrick’s legs was hurt. Mr. and
of Botany at 124 Strand evenue.
well,
instructor
in
the
School
of
Jour
3er to allow .time
Groundhog on February 2 than it is
old, but the make-up people in the
Mrs. Kirkpatrick were immediately
In addition to regular business the
nalism; Prof. R. L. Housman, of the Little Theatre have an even more
for supper parties
six weeks thereafter. When we were
taken to the hospital.
members
will
decide
upon
the
date
for
School
of
Journalism;
C.
J.
Doherty,
f o l l o w i n g the
younger, we used to feel sorry for the
difficult job. When the play opens
The second accident of the evening editor of the Missoula County Times;
a
public
meeting
at
which
Dr.
Cor-1
lance.
Sorority
groundhog because he missed so much
occurred when Robert Busey, in ari Mrs. C. H. Clapp, Grant Higgins, Clyde the poet, Blayds is celebrating his
nelius B. Philip, associate entomolo
svomen will serve
fun sleeping during snow-time. But
ninetieth
birthday.
After
the
Darrell Parker
attempt to avoid hitting a car which Jones, John Curtis, Richard Schneider,
gist
from
the
tick
research
labora
mppers at their
now we understand his attitude some
production Pace will admit he has
cut in ahead of him from a side street Irene Vadnais and Walter Cooney
tories at Hamilton will tell of his
Lina Greene
houses, and nonwhat better. At least, he doesn’t have Parker is busy grooming 20 entries
had a wild ride on the wings of
on South Third street, skidded and
experiences while working with the sorority women have arranged parties
to choose between the two annoyances for the Northwest and Pacific Coast crashed into a tree on the parking, were among those who addressed the
time.
yellow fever problem in Nigeria and at the various cafes.
students.
Debate tournaments, the two import
of wet feet and galoshes.
which resulted in considerable dam
will present some slides of pictures
ant meets held for this section.
Entertainment for the evening
One of the features of the dance
age being done to his car.
which he took while there.
reached
its
peak
when
a
trio
com
The women's team front the State
in other years, the grand march, will
N A recent issue, the Washington
The date for the public meeting is be discontinued this year.
posed of Dr. C. H. Clapp, Prof. R. L.
Normal
will
start
the
scheduled
de
State Evergreen comments on "Col
tentative as yet but will probably be
Housman and Dr. Emerson Stone,
bate series. The date for this engage
lege Heroes.” The real hero at a
held on February 15. Dr. Philip’s Lina Greene, Missoula, has acted as
rendered two selections. This trio has
ment has not been made but it will be
work in Nigeria was under the direc general manager of the formal, and
college, they feel, is the individual held late in February.
become an annual feature attraction
has been assisted by Emma Bravo,
tion of the Rockefeller foundation.
at the Press club banquets. Professor
who is working his way through the
State College Teams
At its meeting Tuesday night Phi Sand Coulee, serving in the capacity
Housman read telegrams from former
institution at a tremendous sacrifice
Three State University teams will
Sigma will choose a film for showing of business manager, and her various
members of the Press club In many
—the mau who lives on one meal a engage three State College teams on
some time during the remainder of the committees.
different parts of the country. Dr.
day, and attempts to keep his body February 28, one of which will be a
"The dance this year promises to
and mind working on that inadequate dual debate held between the men’s
Emerson stone led the singing after k tate University Professor Writes quarter. Scientific films, using micro be one of the outstanding social events
-------------scopic and time lapse photography
each one of the speakers had finished
r
pl
• t r/i
amount of food. There is nothing spec
of the winter quarter. All the work
r or Chemical Magazine
varsity team of each school. Mon-1Novel
el Idea Is Instituted in Leather their talks.
showing
the
growth
of
living
organ
tacular about this sort of bravery, as tana’s freshman team will engage the
On Montana Stone
isms are being considered. Both ac of the various committees has been
Admittance Plaques Cut as
there is about the football hero who freshman team from Bozeman on the
_________
The “Incinerator,” journalism razzj
tive and inactive members of Phi completed, and everything is ready for
Ancient Scroll
makes the last-minute touchdown. If
sheet edited by Stan Hill, was distrib-i An article on “Agates” by Prof. J.
afternoon of February 28. All teams
Sigma are urged to attend the meeting tonight’s affair,” Lina Greene stated.
it were spectacular, there would be
will debate ."Cancellation of War Foresters’ Ball stocks braced them uted at the beginning of the banquet. w Howard of the Department of Tuesday night. Students who are
Committee Chairmen
thousands of editorials written about
Tom
Coleman
and
Aubrey
Benton
chemistry
has
been
published
in
the
Debts.”
selves today and closed atop after a wrote a running news story of the February number of the “Journal of prospective pledges are also asked to Chairmen of the various committees
such men. If the case were unusual, ]
come.
"There have been more woinen in strong rally, reflecting pressure of for
are as follows: decorations, Marjorie
the individual hero would get his due
banquet. At the conclusion of the pro- chemical Education," official publicaMary Kurth and Joel Frykman will Mumm, Missoula; tickets and pro
of admiration and, probably, the con terested in debate this year than in estry traders early in the week. Sales gram, Tom Coleman s reading of the ^ on
cie Division of Chemical Edugive
talks
at
the
Tuesday
meeting.
the
last
four
years,"
said
Mr.
Parker,
grams, Kathleen Dunn, Deer Lodge;
totaled
100
at
noon
yesterday,
with
the
events, as gathered cub reporter style, cation of the American Chemical so
dition would be alleviated in some
--------------------------[publicity, Helen Schroeder, Missoula;
manner or another. But because there “and I have more than ten men com 400 reservations closed out. Sales will drew a round of applause from the ciety.
C
U
D
•» i
special arrangements, Margaret Sulliare so many—and we all of us know peting for places on the varsity debate continue until the early part of next students and guests. After the singihg
Professor Howard advances several
K 6C IT 3I
Ivan, Hardin; music, Virginia Connolly,
week.
of College Chums, led by Dean Stone, theories as to the manner in which
some of them—all any one of us does team.”
Women
students
competing
for
|Billings;
chaperons, Marjorie Craw
the
students
adjourned
to
the
recrea
is say; wonderingly, “I don’t see how
Trader Charles O’Neill topped the
I places on the team are Helen Huxley, sales force with 92 promised reserva tion hall where nearly two hours of agates are formed. Probably the
ford, Missoula.
he does it.”
theory which is generally accepted, ac
iLewistown; Martha Klett, Missoula; tions after a bullish advance in Soulh dancing were enjoyed.
* "The ticket sale this year has surcounts for the agate formation by the
Dorothy Fetterly, Eureka; Dorothy
rious salts I
11
and ^ USS®G Watson | passed that of previous years, and the
k.\'E method of helping people who
rhythmical deposition of
Missoula;
Ituth
Freed, Win( Y ! met,,°d °f helP‘ne Pe° Ple Wh° Leonard, M
^o u ia; R
uthF^eed.'w
m| g | C° ntl“Ued *° 901“ ''[
Will
Be
Soloists
attendance
at the formal tonight will
in a silica colloid, which had first
are starving
starving their
Sinnott,
are
their ways
ways through
through jnett;
j | |Catherine
« 1
Sinnott. Butte,
Butte. and
aad 1 ^ , . fraternity hou.es and South
—----------be exceptionally good,” Kathleen
more or less filled the cavaties caused
school would be, it seems to us, to Alice Helen Patterson, Big Timber.
Sunday
afternoon
at
4
o’clock
in
m
unn>
chairman
of the committee in
hall have forestry student representa
by steam in molten volcanic rock of
Main hall auditorium the University cjiarge 0f tickets and programs, stated
pay them in meal tickets. With one
Men Aspirants
tives who are handling the ticket
basic composition. The shape of the' Symphony orchestra, under the direc- yesterday.
dormitory on the campus accommodatMen students trying out for the de- sales,” s t a t e d Chief Push Millard
n p
T v a rlf
13 resP°nsll,le for the general
ing extra boarders this quarter, i t L a^e 8qliad are Harry Hoffner, Butte; EvensOn, "and students who intend to
V / I I 1 I d L . l v I V I C C I I)attern 0£ tjje agate, ^ e end-product
j Patrons and patronesses will be
seems that there might be some way Frank Lanzendorfer, Billings; Melvin celebrate with old Paul, February 10, |
Pres, and Mrs. Charles H. Clapp, Dean
------------often resembling an eye, ring, rod, ribfound of giving students work and re-1 Magnuson, Helena; J. Howard Dunn, Imust make arrangements for their High
and Mrs. R. H. Jesse, Dean and Mrs.
School Principals Will Give bon, ruin, or fortification. As the
Paying them in well-balanced meals'. .Butte; Howard Gullickson, James tickets now, as the 400 quota will not
J. E. Miller, Dean Harriet Rankin Sed
Aid Concerning Plans for
j agates formed by the layers coming
We do not know exactly what wage is Likeg 1)0th of Missoula; Harvey Thirl be exceeded.”
man, and Mrs. Mary Elrod Ferguson.
Interscholnstic
from the steam holes are usually
Paid to student laborers, but estimat oway, Butte; Marciano Raquel and Joe The tickets this year are novel and
Several other faculty members will be
much harder than the surrounding
ing it at 40 cents an hour, for the Slmangan. Hoffner and Lenzendorfer original. The have been designed on
Dr.
guests of honor.
Rowe, chairman of the rock they are often released by weathwork of a couple of hours a student were freshman debaters last year
leather cut in the shape of the ancient Interscholastic committee, has re- l.ering processes and found on sea and
Should have earned three square meals
Plans are now being made so that scroll and signed by that illustrious ceived the first communications from lake shores many miles from their
if they are given to him at actual cost the Montana debate squad can enter Ipenman, Johnnie Inkslinger, Paul state high schools concerning the I places of origin.
of the food and" preparation. Then we the Northwest tournament which will Bunyan's accurate accountant
meet.
Many Varieties
shouldn’t feel so guilty every time we
The superintendent of schools in
Inkslingpr will have more than his
be held In Bozeman early In April and
"Onyx, sardonyx, carnelian, chalce
say, casually, that we qre "simply
Roundup offers whatever support he
share
of
troubles
in
totaling
the
pro
the Pacific Coast Debate tournament
dony and moss agates are special
starved.” Of course, there are people
which will be held in Stockton, Cal., ceeds for the 1933 "Hoedown,” as it can give to make the meet a success varieties of the common agate ordi
Group Pictures Also Will Be Taken
who would rather spehd their own
will be necessary to deduct 23 cents and William J. Lowry, superintendent
During' Coming Week
March 23, 24 and 25.
narily found. The common variety is
money as they wish, and eat or starve
Prof. A. H. Welsberg
of
schools
at
Whitehall
again
advo
from‘
the
price
of
each
ticket
for
the
Northwest Tournament
generally nearly colorless and is often
as they prefer. But there are others
cates a plan of districting the state
tlon of A. H. Welsberg, will present
government admission tax.
A
box
for senior activity lists has
found as a coating on other rocks,
The Northwest tournament is being
who would be perfectly willing to earn
A report of the committees handling into nine track and field districts with lining cavaties or fill veins or clefts its first program of the year. Violin been put up in the hall way of the
the right to eat in some such manner. supervised by. W. F, Brewer, chairman
meets
to
be
held
in
each
district.
This
soloists
for
the
afternoon
will
be
K
ath
student Store and all seniors are
of the English department at the State Ithe ball show that all preliminary
as it has done in the bad lands of the
urged by Mary E. Woody, Sentinel
College, and Intermountain College at preparation has been attended to and plan was first advocated by its author West, making layers from paper to ryn Bailey and Russell Watson.
ILL ROGERS and Claudius 0
Mr. Lowry to the Interscholastic com
The program is as follows:
editor, to get these lists'in some time
the
decoration
committee
stands
in
one inch thickness and extending
Helena is acting jointly with the State
mittee
in
1930,
but
was
taken
under
Overture,
Die
Entfuhrung-----Mozart during the coming week.
Johnson,' the latter a, professor
many rods without interruption,” says
College in sponsoring this meet. De readiness.
The University Symphony orchestra
at Washington State college, have been bate teams from Oregon, Washington, There has always been much con advisement a t that time and disap the article.
Beginning tonight and running
proved by the committee.
Violin Solo, Irish Lament.
Franko
L|iroUgj1 next wee)j group pictures will
fusion
among
the
dancers
in
trying
to
having a friendly argument that prom-1 i,ia ho and all Montana schools are
A popular belief that moss agates
Kathryn Bailey
The plan calls for a track and field
be
taken for the Sentinel. The sched
'9ca to make some money for the an- enU.rc.,i j„ this tournament. The find partners for the following dances
derive their -name because they con Italian Symphony......... - Mendelssohn
ule will appear in the Tuesday Kalmln
employed. As a result of a statement j p acffic Coast Conference Debate tour- and the committee suggests that in meet to be held in each of the nine tain bits of moss or petrifications of
Andante con moto
basketball
districts
of
the
state
about
making
out
programs
the
students
and
all groups are requested to note
tost Dr. Johnson made, to the effect nament has more than thirty-five enonce living forms of silica is without Con moto moderato
the date and time reserved for them
that Rogers should be more careful tries. Both tournaments will offer should make arrangements with cou a week before the date of Interscho foundation, according to Professor
University
Symphony
Orchestra
and to be sure to appear on time, which
about posing as an international rela- contests for men and women in debate ples as to where they shall meet. There lastic. The events in the district | Howard. The layers of silica gel
Violin Solos, Liebesleid........ Kreisler will help both the photographer and
will be seven conspicuous landmarks meets are to be the same as those in
dons expert, a statement to which the L n(j oratory.
which formed the agate dried to some
Serenade
.......
_Mosltowskl the Sentinel staff.
cowboy took exception, Pullman is go- UJ w|(jh U| || al|v stmlclUs Who are where dance exchanges can be made. the state, and the winners of first extent and left small canals which
Russell Watson
__________________
to be the scene of a debate between L teregted
oratory would report to These are the entrance, bar room, three places in each district meet were filled with coloring matter
Intermezzo ............. ............... M ascagni|jjoyrA x a MOUNTAINEERS
Rogers and Johnson. Proceeds of the I
)mme(llately for instruction,” said ranger's dream, Johnnie Inkslinger’s .
..
...
. ,
,1 „
j brought by water flowing into them, Pizzicato Polka ..............
_Delibes
.
,
,
,,
memorandum table, rag house ranger plan, the author contends, would elimdebate will go to charity organize^ parker
REPORT GOOD SKIING
___ ,.
...
The canals were later closed by silica Hungarian Dance, No. 5_____Brahms
, j ,,
, ,
station, orchestra and Paul’s mouse mate the necessity for preliminary or
dons, it seems to us that that is a
''
_________ _
.... .. .
and if the canals had formed small
University
Symphony
orchestra
qualification
heats
and
only
the
neces!trap.
Tory fine idea, in every respect. Wei
Good skiing in Saw Mill gulch was
....
, .. ,
.
, , branches from the common effects re Blue Danube W altze............ ....Strauss
sary semi-final and final events would
. . .
, ,,
reported by a group of Montana Moun
wish some worUiy professor on this B’ ,I0U * ®
C LU B MEETING
Isembling trees, shrubbery and other
University Symphony orchestra
be run at Interscholastic.
GILLETTE ART WORK SENT
®^0ipu8 had thought of it first. B ut|
■
taineers Sunday.
landscape were produced. No two
This is the thirteenth year of the
This
plan,
however
practical
it
may
TO
CONRAD
FOR
EXHIBIT
there are other people almost as cele~’ . _ .
_ atu
this manner
agates formed
University Symphony orchestra. At Edward Harden, S. F. Clark and
or may not be, will not be accepted by
Orated as Will Rogers. Walter Win-j ™ Rohimon of Llvlngston’ a stu
dent in the Department of Physics, q p j Riedell, head of the Depart- the committee at this time, as this! alike.
present the membership is 38. There Stephen Wilkie of the School of For
chell, for instance. We suggest that
Discovery in Montana
estry were members of the party. The
K L T 1,,0T V. T,v °“66CO'/
Italked on "Nomographic Charts” a t a i ment 0f p jne Arts, has sent an exhibit year’s meet Is already scheduled.
will be no admission charge.
one of our professors cast aspersions uluvuu
.
__________________
other members were Prof. E. M. Little,
"An important deposit of onyx has
spur-,. .... . . . .
. ..
„ meeting of the Mathematics club at of art by Arnold Gillette, former stu More and further communications
nt Walt Winchell in some public man- meeun&_______
/
...........
Dr. J. W. Howard was a dinner leader; Mr. and Mrs. Mithun, Helen
recently been discovered in Madison
dent at the University, to Elizabeth are expected by Dr. Rowe.
H | and thus bring fame and honor, Craig
*ast
county, Montana. It lies on the sur- guest and after dinner speaker at Krebs, '27, high school teacher at Corto aay nothing of cash, to the campus. The speaker presented the method Sorenson, at Conrad. The exhibition,
which includes 40 stage-sets, costume Corbly Lash, Miles City, was pledged I face in well-marked ledges in a vein South hall Wednesday evening. The vallis: Josephine Lindquist and Edith
Seriously, we shall be very interested of constructing and using nomo
by
Alpha
Kappa
Psi,
professional
busithat has been traced over a quarter subject of Dr. Howard’s talk was Hall, Missoula grade teachers, and
designs and figure compositions, con
to watching the outcome of the Rogers- graphic charts which are mechanical
great variety "What Your Future Employer Wants Cliff Walker, a former student a t the
sists briefly of work done while in [ness Xratornit at its meeting Tues- of a mile. It shows
pjbbnson argument, as we feel that devices for solving various kinds of
to Know About You?”
IState University.
[the Department of Fine Arts.
Iday night.
(Continued on ]
toere is much to be said on both sides. equations.
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The outstanding event on the social calendar this week-end will be
the annual Co-ed Formal which will be held tonight at the Elite. This
__ the one time during the year when the co-ed assumes full responsi
bility for the evening’s entertainment. Some of the co-ed members
will not entertain at dinner parties in down-town restaurants or at the
chapter houses, but each sorority has made arrangements for a supper
party at the house after the formal.

JOHN B. CURTIS------- --------------------------------------------

F ratern ities

Masquers Receive
First Manuscripts
In Play Contest

at Montana

Co-ed F o rm a l..........................................................................................
Entered as second-class matter at Missoula, Montana, under act of
Congress, March 3, 1879.

With the

Royalty Will Be Awarded for Best
Entry; Competition Closes 'y
On March 10
KAPPA SIGMA
Kappa Sigma, the largest national
college fraternity in the United States, Several manuscripts have been re
was established on this campus In ceived by Barnard Hewitt for the orig
1927. Before becoming a national or inal one-act play contest being cog.
ganization, this fraternity had been ducted this quarter by the Monufoz
Alpha Delta Alpha, a lopal group Masquers. Those who desire to sub
mit plays hare until March 10 to do so.
founded on this campus in 1916.
A royalty of 310 will be given for
Kappa Sigma’s ritual was derived
the best play written for the c o n titt
from similar student organizations orIf It la judged suitable for production
iglnatlng In 1400 In Europe and is
by the Masquers. If there is more
much like that of several student so
than one play which may be produced^
cieties existing there today.
a royalty of 35 will be given for sec
During Its career on the campus. ond and third places.
Kappa Sigma has had representatives
A committee composed of H. G. MsrIn many University honorary fraternl- rlam. Prof. E. L. Freeman and Barties. on the football and basketball nard Hewltt wlll judge the play3. K
teams and has competed in all cam-1
or more plays are worthy ol pro.

CAUGHT BY THE CAMPUS CAMERA
grizzly Inksllngers leaving, via bus
for their annual Press club banquet at
the Bonner Mess Hall—Prexy Clapp
singing there—Dean A. L. Stone Will
Rogerizing—an excellent time being Kappa Alpha Theta and Kappa^--------------------------------------------“Dear Interfraternity:—”
had by .all—Central Board deciding Kappa Gamma have planned supper- and Mrs. David R. Mason and Betty
Once again we wish to admit that we have been wrong. Loath as what to do about a recent Kaimin dances after Co-ed. At the Theta Ross at dinner Wednesday evening.
communication—Mary Beth MacKen* house, Mrs. H. T. Wilkinson, Prof, and
we are to admit our error, we must confess that, in claiming the passing
zle, Alice iam b, Janice Stadler and
At Tony’s Place
of student initiative and student thinking, we were wrong. No matter Carol Wells looming out as the most Mrs. A. K. Smith and Prof, and Mrs. Last Saturday evening thirty
B. Miller will be chaperons and
how lackadaisical an attitude is borne by the student-body nj general high-pressure members of the Co-ed
pus activities.
duction, the Masquers will produce
Junior Dean and Andy Anderson will couples were entertained at a unique
there yet remains a small flickering of the flame of zealous spirit which Formal ticket sales f o r c e —Walt furnish the music. At the Kappa fireside held at “Tony’s Place," alias Among its active members were. I s p r i n g quarter.
(Swimming) Pool and MlUard (Big house the guests will be Mrs. Keith, the Delta Delta Delta chapter house. James Morrow, member of the foot-1 >piie manuscripts may be submitted
is the primary element in the progress, the betterment of a group.
Shove) ETenson working on the giant
Gunnysack drapes and a bar in the ball squad; Bob Stansberry and F ra n k L ny tlme untn March 10. The author*;
“School spirit and traditions." How glad we are to see these sadly- Paul Bunyan klddy-kar in front of Pres, and Mrs. C. H. Clapp, Dean Har
kitchen tended by Peggy Ross and Vesel, football squad, and Frank Long, are (0 g|g^ a pgn name to their plays
riet
R.
Sedman
and
Mrs.
Mary
Elrod
overworked terms injected into the Kaimin columns at the hands of Plnchot (Ranger’s Dream) Hall—Earl
Kappa Tau.
and enter them with a sealed envelop
Ferguson. Music will be furnished by Mary Llghtner lent atmosphere to the
Some prominent alnmni of this enclosing their real name, with the
someone other than an editorial writer. We had begun to think of Welton assisting with a language con
affair. At 11 o'clock, the guests were
Nat Allen.
group
are
George
Shepard
of
the
Mis
taining
a
certain
degree
of
profanity
pen name on the outside. The matt<
school spirit as something like angel visits, few and far between.
The other sororities will entertain divided into groups and sent out on a
People, we would remind our communicant, are tended to have minds —Panl Blschoff broadcasting “River at supper parties also. Guests of the Treasure H u n t Fifty-one articles soula Mercantile; Sam Kaln, coach at scripts are to be placed in the campir
Missoula county high school; Jack mail box addressed to Barnard Hewm'
Moon
and
Jungle
Twilight”—Dick
varying
in
nature
from
three
dead
of their own— we could fill each issue with exhortations, pleadings
arlous housese will include Capt. and
Schneider boasting about his tempera
files to a policeman’s h at were the Watson, the New Hut; Ronald Kain,
and supplications relevant to scarring the campus, attending games,
Mrs. Fred Rogers, Prof, and Mrs. G. D.
ture in the Shack—Grizzly Basketeers
objects of the h u n t After a 45-minute Encyclopedia Brlttanlca; Harry Grif-1 W.A.A. HOLDS SKATING
Shallengerger,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Barnard
supporting teams (in fact, notwithstanding the views of the communica leaving for an (we hope triumphant)
PARTY TUESDAY EVE5B6
search, the contestants returned to the fen, Billings Gazette; W alter Griffen,
Hewitt,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Andrew
Cogs
_____
tion’s author, these subjects do seem rather nauseatingly fam iliar); Invasion of the Northwest—Harry
house. Elza Huffman, Warren Phelan, assistant coach in Miles City high
well, Prof, and Mrs. C. L. Hitchcock,
school;
Merle
Gallagher,
principal
of
Thirty
women were guests of the
Adams
shooting
’em
In
backwards
at
but that spirit is not a compound to be mixed up with artificial and
Dorothy Rogers, Frank Lanzendorfer,
Prof, and Mrs. Bernard F. Oakes, Dean
superficial potions, then stuffed willy-nilly down the throats of a stu the Men’s Gym—last-minute prepara and Mrs. R. C. Line, Prof, and Mrs. Carol Black and Kenneth Woodward the Great Falls high school; William Women’s Athletic association at i
I skating party on the Forestry clzb
found 81 articles and were awarded Jamison, attorney in Billings.
dent body. Such an esprit de corps must have its birth deep in the tions being made for Co-ed Formal
E. L. Freeman, Prof, and Mrs. C. F.
large sticks of barber-pole candy as Among the nationally prominent rink Tuesday evening. Following t b
hearts of men; it must be sincere and true; it has no room for kickers
Dclss, Dean and Mrs. C. W. Leaphart,
Kappa
Sigmas
are:
William
Gibbs
games and races, the party wentjto
Men asked to eat at Co-ed, now
prizes.
and gripers. As the plague which seems to have “school spirit” in To gorge themselves hare made a vow. Prof, and Mrs. Brasstl Fitzgerald,
Chaperons were Mrs. Charles E. McAdoo, former secretary of the treas- the women's gymnasium, where Pe
Prof, and Mrs. C. W. Waters and Mrs.
ary;
Vice-Admiral
De
W
itt
Coffman,
freshments were served. Arrange;..
rigor mortis is spreading nation-wide, it is not surprising that Montana
Hyde, Mrs. Morna Reed Evans and
We learn from a reliable source Elizabeth Asendorf.
U. S. N\, and Lowell Thomas, author, ments tor the affair were handled by
should be among those visited.
Capt and Mrs. Fred Rogers.
that Prof. Herman 0. Boe of TrenchKappa Sigma was founded in -1869 Mildred Dorsey.
We are very glad to learn that “ there is a very fine feeling of mouth college plans on announcing In ' Luncheon and Dinner Guest
a t the University of Virginia and at
Independent Seml-Formal
co-operation and mutual helpfulness among the fraternities.” And the near future that he will presently During the past week a number of The second social affair of the Inde the present time has 108 active chap there is a better understanding sad
a friendlier feeling between (raters®
we assure Interfratemity that if ever it has a worthy program in mind, disclose charts and graphs, which he guests were entertained at luncheon pendents tor this quarter will be held ters.
men and the non-atfillated group. | S
which we think will help the University or the student-body, it cer has accumulated during the last two and dinner at the women’s residence tomorrow night in the women’s gym.
council Is doing everything in its
months while making an energy sur halls.
It will be a semi-formal, date affair.
tainly will find us ready to co-operate.
power to make the students U nlverjB
rey of North American college bleachTuesday evening at North hall, Dean There will be a program of sixteen
minded—to make this campus a hap
era, davenports, bridge tables, dinner Harriet Sedman, Dean A. L. Stone I dances, Covey’s orchestra supplying
pier place on which to live.
tables and rumble seats. According and John Stone were dinner guests of the music.
Do You Want Aber Day?
Without the University we concept
to those close to Dr. Boe, his survey Mrs. Theodore Brantly and Martha! Dick Shaw is In charge. Ho Is as- To the Editor ot the Montana Kaimin:
be -no fraternities,
“Central Board stands ready to retract any action which it has taken will conclusively show that it all the Kimball was a dinner guest of K atlH stated by Joe Wagner and Joe Swan. Dear 8lr:
, there ...would
.
.. J*t
energy
units
used
In
discussing
tech
erlne
Mason.
Chaperons
will
be
Prof,
and
Mrs.
E.
In
reply
to
the
editorial
concerning
|
without
the University there wjmg
(specifically, regarding suspending of Aber Day for this year) if it
meets with a general disapproval of the students.” Thus does Pres nocracy during this period were har At luncheon Wednesday Hannalee M- Little, Prof. Mathens Kast, Mrs. Interfraternity council which ap-1 also be no Kaimin, so lets have a little
nessed and made to do useful work, Headley was the guest of Margaret | Elizabeth Asendorf, Mr. and Mrs. peered in Tuesday’s Issue of the co-operation.
ident Pete Meloy answer Question Two of the communication sent to
civilization would immediately collapse. Rutherford
Barnard Hewitt and Miss Esther Por- Kaimin I wish to say that regarding
Respectfully yours,
Central Board Tuesday by Grant Kelleher and Cale Crowley.
More energy Is wasted on davenports
Eleanor Potter entertained Mrs. Mil-1 ter.
the one instance referred to, in which
____ _
Information was suppressed in the President of Interfraternity Councg.
There is no doubt in our mind that the most evident (and the hard than anywhere else, his associates dis dred Stone and Miss Anabel Ross at
Out-Of-Town Guests
paper, I agree that in this case sup-----1 —-----------est to overcome) of the board’s reasons for the abolition of Aber Day closed.
dinner Wednesday evening.
COMMUNICATION
is that of “ passive resistance.” The approximate three hundred dol
At Corbin hall, Mrs. C. B. Avery was This week, Mr. C. A. Turner of Butte presslon may have been the best thing
We suggest that some sage dames
lotted
his
daughter,
Jane,
at
North
as
this
news
would
doubtless
have
lars made available to student employment by passing up Aber Day get together with a group of such the guest of Mrs. F. K. Turner Wed
hall, Monday and Tuesday, and Miss caused trouble in our athletic dep art-|To tbe Bear Paws.
in spite of„ promlnK
would amount to a mere drop in the well-known bucket The twenty creatures and follow the example of nesday evening for dinner.
Virginia Nelson was visited by her ment and done more harm to oUr U ni-. It seems that
................
. __
or thirty dollars that these ten or fifteen people would derive is not the Press club, who chartered a bus
parents and grandmother Tuesday and verslty. ThlB one instance was merely sIgnB ang mucl1 pub c J 1 roug
At the Fraternities and Sororities
to
their
annual
banquet
Taxis
are
Wednesday. They are en route to mentioned in our discussion. W e |paper thoughtless students co n ti*
such an impressive sum that it is going to mean the difference in their
Fraternity and sorority houses have CalIfornfa by motor
expensive . . . even to Co-ed . . .
panned the Kaimin and I maintain
mar tbe canlpus by walUng on *
continuing with their education.
entertained several faculty members
_____
justly for its indifferent attitude to- jKrass. The damage is not appartj|
Another sore spot might prove to be resultant from the board*! Many a gal who does not rate
well as University students at
Coming Up
wards subjects vital to student in te r-l”™ but wlth sprlng a 9hamet,“
selection of the workers. No matter how many precautions are taken Will be a t Co-ed with a date.
luncheons and dinners throughout the Tomorrow night Phi Sigma Kappa eat: for the fact that we merely read 80re wil1 greet us'
j®
will entertain at a roller skating the Kaimin from force ot habit; that While we are as guilty as anymp
nor how unbiased the selections may be, out of approximately one Hl-flttlng tux-wearers will be there; week.
Co-eds who bring them will tear their Thursday evening, Prof, and Mrs. F. party at the Elite and Sigma Nu will
we would like to correct our fauBt
hundred applicants, it would not be surprising were the men chosen
If you have read one Issue you have
hair.
C. Scheuch, Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Spotts- give a smoker in honor of the actives read them all. We believe that the And we wonder if your o rg an isa *
not as deserving as those not given consideration.
could do anything to eliminate this
wood, Lenlta Spotts wood, Evelyn Hem- and pledges.
school paper should lead student
If the students honestly feel that they want Aber Day; if they feel Montana males are quaking with gren and Rosemary Gillie were dinevil. We wljl be glad to co-oper»
-------thought We would like to see a stand
In
any plan you might offer.
Social Meeting
that they can work with a spirit of co-operation and whole-hearted fear because Interfraternity Council ner guests at the Kappa Kappa Gammade In the paper against the aboli
has just passed legislation which im
THE INDEPENDENT COUNCI®
Delta Delta Delta Mother's club will
interest towards beautifying the Gampus and mixing in the fun; if they poses a 310 fine upon the unwary ma house.
tion of our traditions. We hate the
Dinner gueBts at the Alpha Chi hold a social meeting a t the chapter
feel ,that they can forego the pleasures of excursions and picnics, at Greek who buys her a corsage . .
thought ot losing our Aber Day—we |
Omega house Wednesday evening werp house Tuesday afternoon.
dislike seeing our campus scarred by
least until all the required work is completed— then they should We didn’t realize there were so
Veronica McHugh and Catherine and
---------------------------paths running in every direction
register that belief with Central Board, either by petition, delegation or many Grizzly philanthropists . . .
through the snow. Freshmen without
2 blocks from Campus 1
any other means which might be more convenient.
r
President' Hoover's mllllon-dollar Florence Splcher was the guest for
green caps are offensive to us. We
325 per month
'S h o W S D cCTCQ SC may be old fashioned but we think 441 Daly
On the other hand, if students do not possess the necessary get-up- committee on social trends declares dinner Monday night at the Alpha XI
Ph. 42*f
-------------that a little wood applied in the right We’ll welcome a trial by day or
and-go which alone can make Aber Day a success; if the-attitude is that talking books will soon be per Delta house.
In spite of the cold and disagreeable
Delta Gamma entertained Prof, and
spot never harmed a freshman, al
going to be: “ Oh, just another tradition going the inevitable way” ; fected . . .
week.
Mrs. W. E. Maddock, Miss Luclle periods during January, the records
then it would be better to let the board of control realize that fact and Imagine what a mad-house the Uni Speer, Margaret Crawford, Merlle of temperature and fuel consumption though it may have ruffled one’s dig
versity llbe will be In 1950.
nity. School spirit is here but it is
go ahead with the plans to help the ten or fifteen needy students.
compiled
by
the
State
University
heat
Cooney and Virginia Cooney at dinner
dorm ant It should be the function ot
lng plant shows little abnormality.
If some ot the current literature Tuesday evening.
the school paper to arouse it and keep
LEADING SHOE SH O P !
Four hundred and forty-nine tons
now circulating ever talks, It had bet Tana MacDonald was a guest at the
it active.
514 S. HIGGINS AVE. f
Could This Have Been Prevented?
Kappa Alpha Theta house for lunch of coal were consumed by the heating
ter be in a whisper.
In regard to the council being a hot Ladles’ half soles, 76c up. Rabbet
plant during the past month and the
eon Wednesday.
bed for petty fights and jealousies,
The State University has reached a financial crisis. The work of a The broadcaster Is busy perfecting
or leather heels, 85c.
At the Alpha Phi house Thursday average temperature was 24 degrees this is decidedly not true. There Is
Men’s half soles, $1.00. Rubber or
decade and a half is about to be undone. Montana is in a serious book that will blush . . .
evening the dinner guests were Elolse During the corresponding month in a very tine feeling ot co-operation
leather heels, 50c.
financial plight, and a balanced and workable budget is most essential And, incidentally:
Ruffcorn, Constance Priest, Margaret 1932, 499 tons of coal were consumed and mutual helpfulness among the PRICES! QUALITY! SERVICE)
and the average temperature was 21
at this time. To this end the Greater University must suffer. Many Those who write to please themselves Murray and Margaret Lehsou.
fraternities at the present time. Also
state universities have the good fortune to have private endowments Seldom land on the book store shelves. Maxine Janes was a dinner guest degrees. January of '1930 was un
at the. Kappa Delta house Thursday. usually cold, the average dropping to
which give them some financial stability regardless of the ebb and flow
HEY, YOU ATHLETES!
Pres, and Mrs. C .H. Clapp, Dean 7 degrees and the coal consumption
of their state appropriations.
New Yorlc—Telegraphing a plea to Harriet Sedman, Wlnnlfred Keyes and mounting to 700 tons. During Janu
Our private endowments amount to $92,750. The greatest part of the Senate In behalf of legalized beer, Gertrude Thalmueller were the dinner ary In 1927 the temperature was Identi
this, $85,250, was the gift of W. W. Dixon. The income from this the Podiatrists’ Research association guests of Sigma Kappa sorority cal with that experienced last month
but It took 79 more tons of coal to
sum averages $5,000 a year, and the amount is used to maintain an said that It could be nsed to bathe Thursday evening.
sore feet.
Delta Delta Delta entertained Prof. heat the campus than It did this year.
instructor in the Law School, and to aid in the upkeep of the Law
RICHARD SCHNEIDER.................-.................BUSINESS MANAGER

Campus Comment

sayde Moore.

library. The only other private endowment presented to this school
was the sum of $7,500 given by J. H. T. Ryman. The annual income
from this gift, Which averages $325, is used for the upkeep of the
Economics library.
It seems regretable that some portion of the numerous and immense
private fortunes made in this state during the past fifty years could not
have been contributed towards the cause of higher education. It seems
inconceivable that the educational institutions in a state which has had
such manifold resources should be on the verge of collapse for want
of pecuniary nutrition.. These institutions do possess, and have always
possessed, spiritual wealth. Many able men and women have con
scientiously and tirelessly devoted the ablest part of their lives toward
the building up of a structure which they hoped would serve L _
symbol of their earnest endeavors. And now these hopes must be
crushed.
A generous gesture on the part of one, or of several, of the early-day
men of wealth in this state, could have given our University a solid
financial foundation. Then in times like these there would be
danger of a lowering of standards, or of a possibility of some of the
colleges going out of existence.

Representative La Guardla is spon
soring a bill to reduce interest charges,
In order to “place capital on a fiveday week."
According to conditions on the cam
pus, we would recommend that Mr La
Guardla sponsor a search party. Capi
tal has been missing since 1929.
FRATERNITIES FINE FOR IT,
SORORITIES PINE FOR IT
I’d like to encounter the clunk
Who first Instituted the dunk;
Since now, coast to coast,
Cake, crullers and toast
In the java unwisely ker-plunk,
My most lrrestlblo urge—
To drag him post-haste to the verge
Of the handiest wharf,
Shove him gloatingly off
And to wait till I saw him submerge.

An Ohio professor' has worked nine
years to compile a glossary of cur
rent
American profanity.
When the girl blushes don’t accept the reddish tinge on her cheeks
as the genuine thing— it may be the negative after-image of her He must be going to learn bridge.

green dress.

But what we cannot understand Is

how he ever completed a college
course without acquiring a complete
collegiate vocabulary of protaulty . . .
which is equivalent to any profane
vocab In the world, we believe.

The University of Idaho is conduct
ing a contest to elect a Campus King.
The contest Is being held in conjunc
tion with the annual Spinsters’ Skip,
sponsored by Mortar board.

FOX-WILMA FOX-RIALTO
TODAY and SATURDAY!

Warner Baxter
In Ills Newest Picture

“Dangerously
Yours”
Opening: a t Special

MIDNIGHT MATINEE
SATURDAY NIGHT
Commencing’ at 11:1 •*>

‘THE SIGN OF THE
CROSS”

BOARD and ROOM

\Fuel Consumption

When You
Want It Printed

HERE is no reason to inconvenience yourself in

S

the least. JuSt drop in at The School ofJournalism
Press and talk over your wants. W e specialize.-in all :

kinds o f campus printing for this is THE campus
print shop.

TONIGHT ONLY!

Harold Lloyd

f p H E best place to have your printing done is
where you get Service, Quality and Economy.

‘Movie Crazy”
SATURDAY ONLY!

NOAH BEERY in
“ Exposed”
A Mystery Thriller

STARTING SUNDAY!

That place is

The School of Journalism Press—and its-,

on the campus!
'

"The Campus Print Shopfor Campus Printing”

MAE WEST in
“ She Done Him Wrong”

School of Journalism Press

A New Star In the Kind of a Show
You’ll Enjoy

On the Campus

i’riday, February 3, 1933

Hoop Squad
lo ses Gam e

THE

Sporty Vents

Close Games
A f C
P la yed

MONTANA

Page Three

KAIMIN

Cub Hoopsters
Will Play Two
Missoula Teams

Co-ed Capers

Ancient Superstition School of Mines
Forecasts Weather Will Play Locals

Tonight is the night! Co-ed formal
m itteej
Whenthe
theNational
NationalRuleacom
Rules committee
a leap year dance, whether it is leap gjm S h i n e s Yesterday, Allowing
m e e t s with the nation's leading |
.
year or not, is here again. vIt’s a ques
coaches In
in New York tomorrow to re
Groundhog to See Shadow
re! .P (1 $Tt1 P
| Grizzlies Are to Meet Butte Squad
vise the rules for the 1933 football
Idle Hour and Coca Cola Squads tion of ladies’ choice, this co-ed hop.
Tomorrow Afternoon on City
season, there will be enough news
Will Be Foes of Freshmen
If the groundhog wasn’t drousing at
Normal School Defeats Grizzlies made to fill the papers for the rest A. T. 0 . and Phi Sig Aggregations
Skating Rink
Which brings to our mind the q u es-|the wrong tlme yesterday he probably
Saturday Night
of the winter.
In Speedy Contest
tlon: Do ladies prefer blondes?
| saw hls sIuul0w. Occasionally the
Climb Out of (M a r in
Playing
one
team
each
half,
the
Puck chasers from the State Uni
—o—
By 39-15
clouds parted to let the sun shine
Basketball Contest
Grizzly Cubs will meet the Coca Cola
Perhaps so, but a l l t h e gentlemen | througIl> and j£ 0le groundhog was versity and the School of Mines will
Drastic changes will be proposed,
will consider themselves aware of his opportunity he could have
Montana Grizzly basketball team argued pro and con, as leading ex
Interfraternity basketball held "sec and Idle Hour teams, members of the
furnish the fireworks tomorrow after
dropped the first game of the trip ponents of the departments under fire ond division" nights this week as city basketball league,' Saturday eve among the favored few, regardless of | sent(jnced
to six weeks of additional noon when they meet at the municipal
to the Ellensburg Normal five at El- voice their opinions, and some of them teams from the lower bracket tri ning at the gymnasium. Admission for the color or the coiffure of hair
winter weather.
rink here in the University’s first in
lensburg. Wash., in a rough game will be written into the rules to con umphed over favorites. A. T.' 0. and the public will be 25 cents, and for
Punxsutawney, Penn., claims the
tercollegiate hockey match. The faceGarages and taxi-cab companies
Wednesday n ight
Taking an early fuse the majority of the fans who Phi Sigma Kappa won their games students, A. S. U. M. tickets.
original ground hog, Thomas R. Fitz
start, the Normal ran up a 14-3 lead were just getting used to the old ones. to come up in the percentage column,
Coach Lockwood is quite pleased have had a rushing business all week. gerald, a representative of the D. Van off will be at 2:30 o’clock.
in the first eight minutes of play, led
— o—
while the Delta Sigma Lambda quint with the. performance turned in by his Incidentally they all highly indorse Nostrand Publishing company of New Lee Thibodeau, captain for the State
2IPS at half time and finished the
The shift, the forward pass, the dropped again. The final touch will quint in a recent scrimmage with the Co-ed.
York, who was on the campus, said University squad, has not picked his
dead ball, substitutions and equipment be added Saturday when the Phi Delts Missoula high school team, and is con
game, 39-16.
yesterday. Mr. Fitzgerald, who is team, hut has a score of players from
Two men were forced out of the are sure to be attacked and the old and Sigma Chis, two leading teams, fident that his men have lilt their Floral companies have likewise had from Pittsburgh, says that Punxsu which to choose. Bill Brown, Crowley,
stride. In the high school game, Knel- a thriving business. A thorough cam
game on personals as 29 fouls were favorite point of contention, the point battle for the top.
tawney is upheld by Pittsburgh papers Sheehan, Grattan, Corette, Schrock,
vel, Holmquist, Davison, Bergquist, paign has been effected by offering a
called against the players. Montana after touchdown, will be argued morrf
in asserting that other ground hogs Goodacre, Landall, Kinonen, Brooks,
Sigma Chi-A. T. 0.
Previs, Avery, West, Hultln, Branden discount to each sorority house after
scored only two goals in each period, hotly than ever. Coaches who stress
are “upstart chucks’’ trying to influ Hamma and several others have re
Sigma Chi went into a tie for the burg and Biastic showed well under a certain quota has been ordered.
her remaining 7 points coming from the shift or the pass will take the
ported for practice and will be ready .
ence a forecast of the spring time.
lead of the race Tuesday evening with fire. The probable starting lineup for
to play in the match.
stand against those who favor the de
iree throws.
a 26-22 victory over the A. T. 0. five. the next game will be: Kneivel and
Incidentally, we understand that the According to an ancient Cornish
Sill, Ellensburg forward, was high fensive game or the baffling wingsuperstition, if Mr. Groundhog emerges The Miners will have the advantage
The game was close and the A. T. O.’s Bergquist or Biastic, forwards: Holm gentlemen prefer gardenias.
scorer with 16 points. A1 Heller, play back formations.
from his hibernation on February 2 Of experience, having played in the
were ever-threatening. Roberts, of the quist, center; Davison and Avery or
ing at forward, led the Grizzly point
Butte Cfty league, in which they went
losers, led the scoring of both teams
The
telephone
booths
at
South
hall
Ian^
sees
own shadow, he immediBrandenburg,
guards.
makers with 6 counters.
Some of changes already mentioned with 11 points, and he was followed
into the semi-finals before losing to
and the various fraternity houses have ately goes back down his hole and
The guarding by the Normal was by leading coaches are: That the
the Lockwoods. They boast an all
closely by Talbot and Blasllc of the
been popular places this week. The people have to wait six more weeks veteran team in Trueworthy, Ellis,
very close and the Invaders were al penalty for two successive incomplete
for spring. The Cornishmen had a
Sigma Chis, with 10 tallies apiece.
tinkling
of
the
bell
has
brought
glad
lowed few tries a t the hoop. Don forward passes will be 15 yards instead
Torrlngton, L. Maney, Martin and
Sigma Chi (26)
A. T. 0. (22)
tidings to the hearts of preferred gen poem, which included the superstition, Bartley. Other members of the squad
Holloway, Grizzly guard, and Haney, of five: that the passer may throw
Holtine (4) ...................... Roberts (11)
tlemen, while the rejected suitors which they believed in implicitly. It
Normal center, went out on four per the ball from any point behind the
are Ryan, White and Simmons.
Forward
,
stand by dejectedly, and only weep— has been handed down until prac
sonals each.
line of scrimmage and not be con Biastic (10) _ ..................... Wade (2)
Jack Dunn, one of the stars on the
tically all English-speaking people
and swear.
This is the first contest of a two- fined to a distance of five yards be
Scholarships -tire Being Offered for
1932 Missoula team that cleaned up
Forward
know of it.
game series with the Normal. The hind the line, and that a pass caught Talbot (10)
Study
In
France
_______ _ Watson (4)
Weather records for last year show in the state, will referee. He is the
It pays to have a car- -ask the man
second .game was played last night by the defense after touching an
only official chosen as yet. Admission
Center
that possibly there is some basis for
Scholarships will be given to rho owns one.
Uneups:
eligible receiver be ruled as an in Judge .....................
for the game will be 25 cents for
Stroup (4)
the belief. On February 2, a year ago,
Montana (15)
Ellensburg (39)
selected
students
from
American
col
tercepted pass, not incomplete.
Guard
May we remind the ladies: Don’t the sky was clear and the groundhog townspeople and 10 cents and an A. S.
leges
to
permit
them
to
spend
the
Brown ( 1 ) ----------- :------------ Sill (16)
U.
M. ticket for State University stu-'
Lemire (2) ,__________ Prather (1)
forget your calling cards. You may could easily see his shadow. There is
Junior year in France, receiving full
Forward
Jimmy I’helan, after signing for
Guard
need them. We understand this fact no denying the fact, however, that the dents.
credit
for
the
courses
pursued
there.
Erickson -— :-------- :------------ Case (3)
three more years a t Washington,
Substitutions: Sigma Chi—Winn
has been used as sufficient evidence temperature on that day was six de
Forward
m ust have decided th at the coast and Labbitt; A. T. 0.—Ragsdale, Tobin Applications for these scholarships
for refusing to allow the young ladies grees above zero and several subse t w o s c h o o l s R e q u e s t
must be filed in the office of the Com
Dahlberg ( 2 ) ---------------— .Haney (3)
needed a little cleaning. He came and Smoot.
LATIN STUDY SYSTEM
to enter fraternity houses in previous quent days saw sub-zero weather. The
Center
mittee
on
Undergraduate
Study
in
out with a statement th at gambling
Phi Sig-S. P. E.
cold spell lasted well into March, with
years.
France, of the Institute of Interna
Foi (2) ________________ Fuller (3)
on the coast would soon kill the
Prof. W. P. Clark of the Foreign
Phi Sigma Kappa started up the
but a few days which were compara
tional Education before March 15.
Guard
conference unless it was checked
Language departments has received
And the following from our files— tively warm.
ladder from the cellar position Tues
Hileman ( 1 ) -------------------- Bailey (9)
immediately.
Business and professional men and January 26, 1932. Leap Year Extra
two
more requests for copies of. the
day evening with a 23-16 victory from
In 1930 and 1931, groundhogs also
Guard
the Sig Eps. The winners were “on” women have offered these scholar Special. Pointers for ladles In at saw their shadows but failed to carry new system ot studying Latin which
Substitutes: . Montana—Fitzgerald, He said that gambling rings bet
ships
of
$300
each,
believing
the
plan
and couldn’t be beaten. Hovee scored
tendance at Co-ed formal:
out their th re a t Warm, spring-like he started in hls classes this fall.
Heller (6), McDonald (2), Holloway large sums of money on every im
will benefit not only the students
eight points to lead both teams.
1. The lady asks the gentleman.
weather followed on both occasions.
Choteau and Ryegate have been
and Rhinehart. Ellensburg—Denslow portant game. He has worked during
themselves, but the political, business
Phi Sig (23)
8. P. E. (16)
2. The lady buys the ticket.
added to the schools now using the
the last year to “cross” the gamblers
(2) and Holl (3).
Cushman (5) .... ................. Taylor (6) and cultural interests of the nation.
3. The lady hires the taxi.
publication of Mr. Clark and Miss
Tonight the Grizzlies tangle with the and upset their calculations. When
The purpose of the scholarships is to 4. The lady pays for the food.
Forward
Sylvia Johnson of Lewistown, which
Missionaries of Whitman college and he hears that the gamblers are betting Teegarden (6) ................. Coricll (2) offer assistance to those students who
5. The lady furnishes the cigarettes.
tomorrow night the State University that Washington will win by a large
desire to spend their junior year
Forward
6. The’ lady may (or may not) ad
they teach Latin by graded pages of
five, for the third time this season, margin, he does everything possible
Hovee (8) ...........—_— Lockridge (4) France but find themselves unable to minister the good-night kiss.
"
, i
. reading with accompanying vocabuwill hive an affair with the University to hold the score down. If they figure
Thirty townspeople and faculty at_
... . . .
, .
meet the full cost of the year abroad
Center
7. The lady may (or may not) hang
laries. Butte public high school, Corof Idaho at Moscow. The Vandals and Washington to win by only a few Honnold (2) _________ __ Kent (4) The scholarship is intended to cover her pin.
tended the first of a group of five dis... . ..
.
. .* ^ _ . ___
, ,
vallis, Missoula and, to some degree,
the'Grlzzlies split the two game series points, Phelan runs up as large a
cussion
meetings
on
current
business
_
.
.
.
_
.
,
. ..
the
cost
of
the
round-trip
ocean
voy
Guard
,,
„
,
Lewistown and Conrad are using this
played In Missoula earlier in the year. score as possible.
and economic subjects Tuesday eve.
Furlong ( 2 ) ___________ ___Jackson age and the necessary railway travel KAPPA EPSILON INITIATES
„
•,
_ _ system.
The players on the touring aggrega
ning
in
the
Forestry
library.
R.
C.
_______________________
•
.
in France.
Guard
FOUR NEW MEMBERS
Tiny Thornhill, Stanford’s new head Substitutions: Phi Sig—Cox; S. P. E.
tion are Erickson, Brown, McDonald
Line, dean of the School of Business
The requirements for eligibility for
aniFitzgerald at forwards, Heller and coach, says th at Phelan is unduly —Skoog and Downey.
Administration, and his department
this scholarship are: a record of high
Four new pledges were initiated
alarmed,
unless
the
situation
is
much
Dahlberg at the pivot, and Fox, Hilescholarship in all subjects in school into Kappa Epsilon, women’s national are sponsoring the forum. The group
S. A. E.-Slgma Nu
man, Holloway and Rhinehart doing worse in the northern end of the loop
FRANK PUGNI, Prop.
and college, and a natural aptitude for pharmaceutical organization, at a ban discussed technocracy.
the guarding. Coach Lewandowskt than it is in his own section. Thorn In the first game Wednesday eve foreign language; a minimum of four
Italian-French Cook
The meetings, which are being held
quet
at
the
home
of
Angele
and
Doro
ning,
S.
A.
E.
won
a
listless
contest
and manager Lee Kennedy complete hill admits th at people m ust bet but
years' study of French, two years of thy LaCasse last Thursday night. The on the campus each Tuesday night, SPAGHETTI, RAVIOLI, CHICKEN
from Sigma Nu, 27-16. The game was
that there is no cause for alarm.
the list
which m ust have been in college; evi new members are Winifred Keyes, have aroused much interest particu
Anything Yon Want With I t
slow, and neither team showed much.
—o—
Last Night’s Game
dence that the assistance provided by
larly among the business men of Mis
In discussing the Coast confer DeBord lead the scoring with 12 the scholarship is needed and that the Missoula; Marie Blume, Drexel; Lois soula. At each meeting material on
Coming from behind after trailing
Brown, Cascade, and Amoretta Junod,
ence further, Phelan said th at he points.
at the half, Ellensburg won again last
balance necessary to meet the year’s Spokane.
the subject to be discussed is pre
S. A. E. (27)
Sigma Nu (16)
could see no reason why Montana
night, 27-22, making a clean sweep of
expenses available in case the candi
Active members of Kappa Epsilon, sented by several different speakers.
Culver
(7)
_____________
Raff
(5)
and Idaho should be members. He
the series.
date is awarded the scholarship; mem who were present a t the banquet, were
Those who presented points for the
Forward
said th at they were out of place
The Grizzlies, with a much im
bership, or intention to apply for
discussion on technocracy were H. R.
geographically and financially. He McEacheron ( 4 ) ............ . Corkish (5) membership in some organized and Phyllis Kreycik, Elma Cerise, Doro
proved exhibition of shooting and pass
Greene, vice-president of the F irst Na
thy LaCasse and Angele LaCasse.
Forward
thinks that the conference is too
ing, overcame an early Normal lead,
supervised foreign study group sent
tional bank; Oakley Coffee, proprietor
All Pictures and Mouldings
---- ... Price (2)
bulky to function properly and un DeBord (12) ..
and led at the. half, 16 to 12, after
out by an American college; strong
of the Missoula Drug store, and G. D.
C. W. HARDY ILL
Center
less something is done about it,
three quick baskets Just ^before the
recommendations from one’s college
Reduced 25 to 50 Per Cent
Shallenberger,
professor
of
phyqics
at
..
Wilcox
(2)
Kuka
(6)
............. ......
the league will die a natural
whistle. The Teachers came back to
as to character, personality and inC. W. Hardy, instructor in the the State university.
Guard
take the lead early in the second half,: death.
School
of
Journalism,
has
been
con
...... Meehan
— o—
however.
fined to hls home at 737 Keith ave All the students taking the course
Guard
Phelan stated that, as a whole, midand long shots to triumph over the
Buck Heller, Montana center, and
E.—Blewett Kappa Slgs, 48-34, in a fast game. Hul- nue this week with Influenza. He of hotel administration at Cornell uni
Substitutions:
S.
A.
Case, Ellensburg forward, each tallied western football is better than that
probably will be able to return to hls versity received positions within a
played on the coast. He admits that and Sunderlin.
tine and Talbot of the winners, and
Itrpolnts.
week after graduation.
classes the first of the week.
A. T. 0.-D. S. L.
Stansberry of the losers, shared high
Southern California, on an average,
The lineup:
could beat the champions of the Big The A. T. 0. quint finally got “hot” point honors with 14 tallies apiece.
Montana (22)
Ellensburg (27)
Sigma Chi (48)
Kappa Sig (34)
Brown (3)
Case (10)— Ten, but is of the opinion th at the in the second game of the evening to
..Lewon (8)
rest of the league is not on a par with send the D. S. L. team farther down Biastic (9)
Forward
Forward
the row of contending teams with a
Still (4) the also-rans in the western group.
Hultine
(14)
—0—
128-30 defeat. Watson led the scorers
Forward
For the first time in many years wltll
points, and he was closely
Heller (10)
Babe Ruth was left off the all-star followed by Miller, of the losers, with
Center
Fox (6) ___
... Fuller (8) major league team. This has been 11 points.
. Anderson (1)
Lemire (4)
used as an argument that the Baba is
A. T. 0. (30)
D. S. L. (28)
Guard
Guard
slowing down and is not worth the Roberts ( 8 ) ................. ........Miller (11)
Hileman (1 ) .
Trachta
Judge (4)
salary he has been getting. It may
Forward
Guard
Guard
Substitutions: Montana—McDonald be true that there are several younger Wade (4) ___________ I.... Myers (4)
Substitutions: Sigma Chi—Berg
Forward
(2); Holloway, Fitzgerald, Rhinehart. men who are better ball players than
Ruth but there are none that have the Watson ( 1 4 ) ............. ........Kneivel (4) quist, Rowe (3), Peete; Kappa Sig—
Stansberry (14).
color to pack them in like the big
Center
Bambino. He’ll probably get what he S tro u p ____ .................................White
Virginia Talt will visit her sister
Guard
asks for.
— o—
Prather (4) -------- ----- — Aldrich (2) Mrs. O. K. Chapman, at Deer Lodge
this week-end.
Wyoming University, champions of
Guard
;|T wo new silver Bettoney clarinets, the Rocky Mountain conference last Substitutions: A. T. O.—Ragsdale;
furnished by the federal government year and outstanding favorite this
D. S. L —Castles (7).
through the R. 0. T. C., arrived this year, has a squad ot 20 men whose
Saturday morning will see the last
week to replace two instruments worn average height Is 6 feet, % inches. of this week’s games when Sigma Phi
°ut by the band.
Four of these men are all-conference Epsilon meets the Independents at 10
TO ORDER THAT
I'The federal government furnished selections, two of them, Witte, for o’clock, and the Phi Delts battle for
2$; Instruments when the band came ward, and Kimball, guard, having the lead of the league with Sigma Chi
BOUTONNIERE for
wilder military supervision in 1910 and been selected on the all-star team at 11 o’clock.
tfplaces worn out ones. The work of
Phi Delt-Phi Sig
twice.
Hoping them in repair is left to the
— o—
Phi Delta Theta advanced again in
Our Stock Is Complete
A*;8. t . M.
The Washington Huskies are lead the league with a slow victory over
>The old clarinets have been used ing the Northern division of the Pa the Phi Sig quint, 13-9. The game was
Garden
City Floral Co.
H the Grizzly band for about ten cific Coast conference with five wins slow and uninteresting, both teams be
years and were not new when they and one defeat and appear to be head
Phone 3345
ing off form.
sent here. The new ones are ing for their sixth consecutive confer
I’hi Belt (13)
Phi Sig (9)
expensive instruments of a well- ence title. They can eliminate one Crowley
........... Teegarden (2)
toown and popular make.
iiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiii,
Forward
of their foremost rivals by taking both
............Cushman (3)
games of their two-game series with Morrell (2)
SftGRAM IS PRESENTED
Forward
Oregon State at Seattle this week-end.
AT QUADRONS MEETING The Beavers must win at least one Lacklen (4) ........... ........... Hovee (1)
621 University Avenue
Center
:m|? ' vo piano solos by Dora Jacobson game to stay in the running.
Davison (2) ...................... Furlong (2)
Five Meal Tickets . . , $22.50
s»d a reading by Betty Kelleher were
Helen Dahlberg, a teacher in the
Guard
Included In the program at the regular
Dinners Per Month . . 10.50
............. Brandenburg (1)
high school at Poison, was a week Sullivan
Wonthly meeting of Quadrons, held
Guard
end visitor at the Kappa Delta house,
L u n c h e s..............................30
JJKerday afternoon at 5 o’clock at the
Substitutions: Phi Delt—Maury (3),
K*PP& Delta bouse. Refreshments
D in n e r s ..............................40
“Hib” Spaberg of Poison, an ox- Bergeson (2); Phi Sig—Honnold.
Nere served at the conclusion of the
Sigma Chi-Kappa Sig
ENJOY THE HOMELIKE
Meeting by Kappa Delta and Kappa student of Montana State College, was
In the second game ot last evening,
ATMOSPHERE
Khppa Gamma, who acted as joint a visitor on the campus over the week
the Sigma Chis capitalized on set-ups 'lllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll’
end.
laPMesses.

* ,
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In Hockey Match

Selected Students
May Study Abroad

Economic Discussions
Arouse Much /nferesf|was published Iast Ial1-and ,n whlcb

T o s c a n o C a fe

February Sale

McKay Art Co.

Spring is Here
in DRESSES

Band Receives Two
New In stru m e n ts

Scarf Prints . . . .

S till T im e ...

Puffed Sleeves . . .

Pastel Colors . . . .

CO-ED

D a rk Colors . . . .
Contrasts . . . .

in FROCKS of
ultra chic''styling

Varsity House

Specially Featured a t
$ g .o o

THE MONTANA

“M” Club Plans
M. Davis Passes
Refereeing Quizz For Tournament
Pour Other Women Are Successful
In Written Test

Are Under Way

Winners Will Take P art In Minor
Sports Meet at Bozeman;
Marlon Davis, Missoula, a graduate
Dunce Announced
of the Department of Physical Educa
tion with the class of 1932, passed the
examination given January 21 to wom Members of the State ' University
en who wished to qualify as referees “M” club are preparing for their an
for girl’s basketball games, and she nual tournament to be held March 8.
received rating as a qualified referee. The winners of the events will repre
Maude Carland, director of physical sent tlie State University in the minor
education for women at Missoula sports meet with the State College,
county high school, and three State March 11.
University students, Leola Stevens, As the date for the elimination trials
Poison; Laura Martin and Ada Wood, has not been set, the plans are not
Stevensville, passed the written test, complete. August Vidro has been ap
but will not receive their rating until pointed manager of operations, and
they have taken the practical test of will supervise the erection of the ring
and the spectator’s sections. Other
refereeing a game.
The plan to qualify women for ref committees will start on their plans,
erees originated at a meeting of and everything will be in readiness
coaches of girls’ basketball at schools within a few weeks.
Another feature of the club’B ac
in the Bitter Root valley, held with
Ruth Nickey and Gladys Allred of the tivities will be the “M” club’s dance to
be
held March 4. A committee is work
Department of Physical Education last
December. In order to referee a game ing on plans for the affair, and hope
satisfactorily it was decided that the to stage a novel attraction that will
referee should know all the rules, and draw the students. August Botzenbe sure in making her decision in any hardt, president of the club, said “as
instance. Therefore a test on rules this is the only dance of the week, as
and a practical test of refereeing a well as one of the best of the quarter,
game was given to those who wished we hope to have a good crowd. No
one who comes will be disappointed.”
to qualify.
“In past years there has been some
THE FORGOTTEN MAN
dissatisfaction in reference to the
manner in which games have been
The following gem was plucked
refereed. There is a difference in
from a fraternity house bullentln
rules for girls’ and boys’ games, and I board last night. With touching
the referee should know all the rules
pathos, it expresses the sympathy
well and be qualified to referee the
of one member to a less fortnnate
game properly. Those who pass the
brother.
test of qualification and receive rating
'Twas the evening of Co-ed
as a qualified referee may be recom
And all through the frat,
mended as such to schools who wish
Fully dressed gentlemen
women referees who are able to meet
the requirements, and satisfactorily Just waited and sat.
referee a game,” Ruth Nickey, director
of women's physical education, stated.
NOTICE

They sat and they fretted
They fumed and they fussed,
And they bragged of the dates
Whom they silently cassed.

Friday, February 3, 1933

KAIM1N

IMountaineers Plan

Scenes From Former Interscholastic Track Meets
Communication
Mr. Grant Kellelier
Mr. Cale Crowley
Dear Sirs:
Central Board welcomes the oppor
tunity to explain any of its actions
to any member or members of the
student body, but it is at a loss to un
derstand what the writers meant by
the implications in the first paragraph
of last Tuesday's open-letter:
“It seems to the writers that this
further encroachment upon another of
our traditions has been affected by the
same subterranean process of nonconsultation of the members of the
student-body as has been so prevalent
during the past several years."
If this means that the actions of
Central Board have been controlled
by administrative authority, then the
Central Board wishes to allay all such
suspicion by stating that Central
Board has not been interfered with
in any way or from any source. As
far as Central Board was concerned
we think the writers were “barking
up the wrong tree" with their accusa
tions.
The question of suspension of Aber
Day this year arose from two factors:
(1) The failure of Aber Day in the
past to accomplish the dual purpose,
(a) get-together and (b) work. (2)
The need of many students for work.
No attempt a t concealment was made
and three meetings were held before
final action was taken. Finally Cen
tral Board voted to suspend the Aber
Day as an emergency measure. If
you had read the Montana Kaimin of
November 18 your questions were
answered but for the benefit of the
students we will repeat.
Question (1) a. Approximately $300
will be available for student employ
ment (about $250 from the University
General Fund and about $50 from the
, U. M. funds).
From ten to fifteen students will
be benefited.

Six Outdoor Trips
I Organization Will Have .Skating parij
Tomorrow Night a t City Rink
j A program of six outdoor trips wu
| outlined at a meeting of the execitl,e
committee of the Montana Mountain,
eers Tuesday evening in the office of
Richard II. Smith. The schedule ineludes a possible trail and ski trip
to Blossbnrg, near the Continental
Divide east o( Missoula.
The trips planned are:
Saturday, February 4, 9 o'clock
the evening, Skating party at the City
ball park; Sunday, February 5, skiing
on 'the mile-long Blue mountain slide
near Hayes creek, Cliff Walker, leader; Friday, February 10, Moonlight gkj
and snowsboe trip to Sawmill gulch,
Craig Smith, leader; Sunday, Febr,.
ary 12, Swartz creek, near Clinton, Dr.
Freeman Daughters, leader.

CONTESTANTS DAQA0E

LOOKIN6 DOWN ON TH E INTERSCHOLASTIC
MEET FRO M M O U N T SENTINEL ~ --------

Saturday, February 18, if Washklgton’s birthday cent-a-mlle' rates are
given, the Mountaineers will go br
train to Blossburg for skiing In deep
snow at an elevation of 5,500; ten
Prof. E. M. Little will be the leader.
Sunday, February 26, a snowiins
trip will be taken in the RattleajK
canyon. Viola Jacobs will actg,,
leader.

6EO Q 6E VAD N EU .--------- >r»*,0ftC |H C r_?
.COAST CONFERENCE- STARTEQ &> DEFEREt

FORMER STUDENT MARRIES
| Jack Spafford, former State UUjpj*
| slty student, and Miss Bonnie Berry,
both of Kalispell, were married this
| afternoon by Rev. T. W. Bennett: it
| the Episcopal church. The couple^jl
[spend a few days In Butte before*
turning to their home in Kaliifell,
where Mr. Spafford is employed la tie
offices of the Daily Inter-Lake. %h.
Spafford was a pledge of Sigma Atphi
Epsilon social fraternity.

WANTED

c. The responsibility of distribution
Boy to take orders from house
ill fall on Central Board. It will
managers for door nu ts, can opet
ers, etc.
choose from those who made appli
cation to Central Board for work.
BARTHEL HARDWARE |
Next Door to Montana Power i t
During the fall quarter the Cen
tral Board appointed a student em
Some came in boldly
ployment committee to investigate
Some timid and shy.
While some looked like Mounties what means there were to give ad
ditional employment to needy stu
Who’d gotten their guy.
C O O W O ARISES A T TH E END O F M O N TAN A IN TER SCHOLASTIC UMO RACE
dents. On a report by this committee
When the last man had left
they recommended that the money ex
In a state of collapse
With the announcement that the annual Interscholastic Track and Field Meet would again be held
pended for Aber Day be spent to give
a break from a man yor
The house was as silent '
ROOM AND BOARD
students the opportunity to work and this year, various scenes from former meets are called to mind. Insert shows George Varaell, who has
m ast feed him.
As a camp after taps.
make
their
tuition
for
spring.
After
officiated for the past sixteen years, and who is expected to take charge of the events this year.
BOARD—$16 TWO MEALS, $20
due consideration Central Board de
But no! from the basement
three meals, per month; choice of
cided to adopt the recommendation
menu;
excellent home cooking. With crest fallen pan
range a trip to Three Forks, White
and it submits the following reasons:
Creeps the campus Pariah
Yankee Cafe, 512 S. Higgins.
HERE’S YOUR CHANCE j
hall, Twin Bridges and Manhattan for
The Forgotten Man.
1. That the original succes of Aber
a four-game series, but as yet, the |
Maybe you can’t, won’t or don’t
“VARSITY HOUSE," BLOCK FROM
Day was the co-operative and whole
i
are
only
tentative.
campus; homelike atmosphere, good Ronald Miller, ’30, left recently for hearted interest in cleaning up the
want to cook—
(Continued from Pace Om )
eats; $20 per month.
California accompanied by John Les campus.
Eleanor MacDonald and Icyle Rich
lie, former State University student
of colors and tapestry designs. The
NEW LOW PRICES ON ROOMS. 724
That during the past few years
Voted Into PI Mu Epsilon;
The time's gone by
Yellowstone river in Montana and
Eddy. Phone 5438.
Carey Talks
Martha Prentice, Jean Evans and this interest has had to be enforced
Take Him to the
When girls were shy,
| Wyoming, together with its mesas and |
Virginia Henningsen, all of Butte, will by paddling, and now that paddling
MISCELLANEOUS
Who lisped and kissed
Two new members, Eleanor Mac buttes, is the chief American source
is
gone
the
continuance
of
such
in
be week-end guests at the Delta
But on the sly.
terest would have to be carried on Ijy Donald of Yellowstone Park, Wyo., and 10f moss agates, although they are also |
FURNITURE REPAIRED—206 S. 3rd. | Gamma house.
Now that you are modern
students' conscience.
Icyle Rich, Lindsay, were voted into found in Colorado and Utah," the arAnd we are, too,
That under the circumstances Pi Mu Epsilon, national honorary Md® continues,
We have the latest
it seemed that the money spent would mathematics fraternity, at a meeting j Agates are first cut with the aid
VALENTINES for you.
be in a large measure ill-spent and Wednesday night. An initiation ban-1
diamond dust. Further grinding
the benefit of giving a part of the stu quet will be held early In the spring | an<l smoothing is done with carborunWill Bob and Jack Be Glad? ;
dent body employment would compen quarter.
dum and a final luster obtained by the
Try Us
sate for the loss of a “Frolic" which
_ * w ™ a y,
. ,
use of felt buff lapping, putty powder,
Prof.
E.
F.
A.
Carey
gave
an
inter;
•
had lost its value as a tradition.
. ..
..
, . . . ,T .. .. and tripoll sand. The chief moss
esting
talk
on
the
subject
of
Infinite
.
.
.
.
4. Consequently, in view of this _ v . , „ . . . „
___ . agate cutting centers in Montana are
stated Emma Bravo, presi- 6 . .
* ,
■
,
„
passive and antagonistic interest in Products/
. . #
at Billings, Miles City and Glendive,
° '
*
Aber Day, the Central Board sus dent of the organization. Definite arrangements
were
made
to
hold
regular
pended Aber Day.
meetings on the fourth Wednesday of
Two games have been scheduled for
Question (2) For this year the
each month.
the Cubs: Poison Independents, Febmeans for an Aber Day are available
a
__„
iruary 11, and a return contest with
.
.
„ ,
but whether or not the decreased Uni Among those present was Mabel
T ,
„ .
. . ,
#
the Missoula high quint, February 22.
°
versity budget will allow the money Jacobson Foster, instructor of matheCoach Lockwood Is also trying to arto be spent in future years Is de mattes, who is a charter member of |
batable.
the State University chapter of PI Mu
The Central Board is the governing Epsilon.
body of the students and it is con
- for NOW
cerned with student affairs. It stands PRACTICE TRIAL RESULTS
ready to retract any action which it
IN DEADLOCK OF JURY
and Spring!
has taken if it meets with a general
Double Rich Malted Milks
disapproval of the students. Thus
An automobile accident case was
Delicious Sandwiches
by taking its action in the fall to give tried at practice court in Law building
time for students reaction, if the stu at 7:30 Wednesday night. The trial
dents will demonstrate that there ii resulted in a deadlock and the jury,
still a sincere feeling for Aber Day which had been picked at random, was
and will show that they will co-op dismissed.
erate to make Alter Day as it was Hazel Mumm was the plaintiff and
Many persons have reclaimed lost articles through the
Florence Hotel Building
planned then Central Board will re had as her attorney, Frank Lamb.
consider
its action.
medium of classified newspaper advertising. Have you
The attorney for the defense was
We thank the students who wrote Lloyd Murrills, and the defendant was
lost a valuable article? If so, place an ad in the classified
last week's open letter for the oppor Allen Smith. Prof. Walter L. Pope
tunity of explaining our stand on this acted as judge.
section of The Kaimin.
matter.
Very truly yours,
CENTRAL BOARD,
Perhaps you have something you would like to sell,
• Peter Meloy, President,

An important meeting of Bear Paw
will be held in Room 106 of Main hall
at 5 o'clock today. All Bear Paws are
requested to be present.
CREGG COUGHLIN,
President

At last came the Co-eds
And each had to wait
In the time-honored manner
Of men with a date.

They Say.

Classified Ads

O. K. Girls

Mathematics Group Magazine Contains
Howard’s Article]
Gets New Members

O. K. Girls

The HUT

Office Supply Co.

J. C. PENNEY CO.
Offers

BRIGHT IDEAS

Good E a t s . . .

Found!

PUBLIC DRUG
STORE

Professional
Directory

or there is some article you would like to buy. Use the
classified ad section in YOUR paper — the paper of the

Mr. and ,Mrs. Morris McCollum were
dinner guests Sunday at South hall.

STEA K
D IN N E R S

entire student-body.

We Call for and Deliver
Call The Kaimin Business Office

FREE

steak cuts.

Always

tender and delicious.

Youngren Shoe Shop
MONTf^^KAIMlR

DR. J. L. MURPHY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted ■
100 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

Basement Higgins Block

J. R. Daily and Co.

Dresses
$2

-4 9

DR. EMERSON STONE
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Booms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
Phone 4097

For those evening
meals try our choice

Crepe

Contrasts!
High Shades!
Spirited Prints!
Charmers! And all-rayon! You’ll
fall in love with them, or we miss
our guess! New high necks, fetching
shoulders ~and sleeves!

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST
206 IVIhim

For Misses and Women

